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Upon delivery
Instructions: Check immediately after receipt that
the delivery is complete and that nothing is damaged.
Report any transport damage immediately. 
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B. Supply with shut-off valve 

C. Treatment chamber

D. Return with shutdown valve
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General safety instructions 

■ The  TTM NoXygen®M650 is designed for stationary opera-
tion, that is, not for mobile installation operation. The estab-
lished warranty-time only applies at a maximum of 10,000 
degassing intervals a year.

Installation must be conducted according to national regu-
lations. Installation must be conducted by professionals and 
specially trained personnel. Details of manufacturer, year of 
manufacture, manufacturing number and technical data can be 

read on the data plate located on the TTM NoXygen® M650.
Check the temperature and pressures in the installation to 
ensure that the specified, permissible maximum and mini-
mum operating parameters are not exceeded or not met. The 
TTM NoXygen® M650 may only be used in systems containing 
non-toxic water. 

Before maintenance work, the plug must be 
removed or the circuit breaker turned off.

Annual function check
The components of TTM NoXygen® are largely 
maintenance-free. However, TTM recommends 
that an annual function check be done on the 
TTM NoXygen® degasser to check operation 
and operating conditions, see the function 
control instructions 
(p. 11).

IMPORTANT!
Installations where expansion vessels and pre-pressurised expansion vessels are used 
When operating the TTM NoXygen® M650, there must be a free expansion volume in the system of 6 litres. 
If this is not done, the pressure in the system will increase and the system's safety valve may release liquid 
to reduce the pressure. If this occurs, the installation's expansion vessel probably has the wrong pre-
pressure or insufficient free expansion volume and needs to be replaced with a larger expansion vessel.
Rule of thumb: The pre-pressure must be 70% of the system pressure.
NOTE: The opening pressure of the safety valve should be 30% above the system pressure.

Installations where pressure holding systems with compressors or pumps are used
Systems with pressure holding vessels/compressor vessels as expansion may start working intermittently 
with the degasser, i.e. the expansion vessel empties and fills as the TTM NoXygen® M650 cycles. In this case 
you need to fit a TTM Offset equalisation vessel of 50 litres adjacent to the pump expansion. (See picture 
below). The reason for this is that the setpoint between the opening and the magnet valve and the pump 
solenoid is too narrow. In this case you need to check the system pressure and system height so that the 
correct system pressure is adjusted and then give the setpoint a larger range.

System pressure and re-filling of system fluid
As gases are removed from the system fluid, it decreases in 
volume and the system pressure of the installation decreases. 
Therefore, it is important to monitor system pressure and, if 
necessary, refill with more system fluid. In the case of high 
gas content and rapid degassing mode, the system pressure 
of the installation can drop very quickly. A first check is therefore recommended after a day of operation.

System pressure
System pressure = system height (m) + 5 m.

Examples
System height = 5m + 5m => 1 bar system pressure

TTM Offset equalisation vessel

Volume: 50 litres
RSK No: 553 90 45

Pressure vessel

TTM OFFSET

R25 (int.)
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Installation
Pipe connection
The TTM NoXygen® is equipped with a connection with a 1/2" internal 
pipe thread. Connection is made with with a steel-braided hose on the 
system's return pipe before the pump and exchanger.

Connection to the system should always take place on the top of the pipes unless 
the TTM MAG 76 filter is installed before the TTM NoXygen® on the incoming line. 
The pipe to the degasser must be fitted with shut-off valves.
The distance between connection points must be at least 300 mm (Fig. 1 and 2). 

The TTM NoXygen® M650 is only allowed to be connected to water-
borne heating or cooling systems without chemical additives.

Connect tap water 
Connect the water supply to the right 1/2" connection and provide the 
wire with a shut-off valve (Fig. 1 and 2).

Drip bowl
The drip bowl ½” connection connects to the floor drain (Fig. 3)

Floor mounting
Adjust the mounting screws on TTM NoXygen'sfeet so that it stands 
horizontally. (Fig. 4).

Power connection
The TTM NoXygen® is connected with a plug to the grounded socket 1-230 
V, 50 Hz. Alternatively a fixed grounded connection with circuit breaker. The 
electrical installation should be fitted with an earth fault circuit breaker.

Connection to external monitoring (DUC)
TTM NoXygen® is equipped with a built-in potential-free changeover 
switch for main alarms (Fig. 5). The terminal block is mounted externally 
on the right side of the TTM NoXygen®and the alarm connection is con-
nected to outputs A and C for NC (Normally closed during operation) 
and in B and C for NO (Normally open during operation). For a list of 
main alarms, see paragraph 5 page 8.

Technical data
RSK ........................................................... 484 26 31

System pressure standard, total  
pressure in connection point, max. ............ 5 bar

Permissible operating temperature............. 0 — 70 °C

Ambient temperature  ................................ 0 — 40 °C

Allowed liquids:  ......................................... Water without chemical agents

Pressure class ........................................... PN10

Capacity, treated liquid ............................. min. 135 l/s

Connection dimension .............................. DN15

Electricity .................................................. 1~230 V, 50 Hz

Outer fuse ................................................ 10 A

Rated power ............................................. 0.75 kW  

Rated power ............................................. 4.9A

Protection class ........................................ IP44

Alarm output, max. load ........................... 24 V, 1.0A

Sound level ............................................... 61 dB

Weight ......................................................  29 kg

             

            

          The TTM NoXygen® is environmentally rated. 

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1
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Adjust the setting screws when floor 
mounting.

Fig. 4

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

A

B C

NB!
Existing cables in the connec-
tion plinth must not be moved or 
unplugged. NC: A + C (normally closed)  

when operating
NO: B + C (normally open)  
when operating

TTM
NoXygen®

A (NC)

B (NO)

C (Gemensam)
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Display

MOVEO

MOVEO

MOVEO

MOVEO MOVEO

PROGV 2.25avp
     yy-mm-dd

 PROGV 2.25avp
      hh-mm-ss   

 PROGV 2.25avp
 Tdrift 1

PROGV 2.25avp 
Pmin 1.6

PROGV 2.25avp 
SäkP      5.8

MOVEO

MOVEO

MOVEO

 PROGV 2.25avp 
 Tstart  13:00

PROGV 2.25avp
Psy  1.8

PROGV 2.25avp 
Tmandrift 30d

MOVEO

Red LEDs indicate an 
alarm

Green LED indicates 
that the device is in 
operation

Enter

TTM NoXygen® 
PROGRV 2.25avp

Arrows right/left, 
up/down

Use of display buttons

Button ENTER is used to:

-  start and stop the TTM NoXygen® (" Start? "or "Stop? "
 shown on display).

-  confirm the set setpoint (setting setpoint, see
 under ARROWS below).

-  go back to the home page of the display. If "Start? "or
 Stop? is on the display when you want to return to
 menu, press any arrow button.

ARROWS

-  up/down arrow is pressed at the same time to get to the menu 
 for setting the setpoint ("Settings"on the display).

-  Press the right or left arrow until the desired change in value  
 appears on the menu.

-  Press up/down arrow at the same time again and set the setpoint
 with up or down arrow (value that will change flashes on
 display).
- Confirm with ENTER.

Explanation of texts on the display:

Date Setting the date "yy-mm-dd". 

Clock Setting of the clock "hh-mm-ss”. 

Tstart  The time the TTM NoXygen® shall start in 
   maintenance degassing.

Tdrift  How many hours the TTM NoXygen® shall run in  
  maintenance degassing.

Psy Setpoint for the installation’s system pressure

  (set for automatic water filling).

Pmin Minimum allowable system pressure for the installation.

  (water filling starts at this pressure and fills to  
  “Psy"is achieved).

Tmandrift How many days should the TTM NoXygen® run  
  before switching to maintenance degassing.

MOVEO

PROGV 2.25avp
Days left 30
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MOVEO
MOVEO

MOVEO

PROGV 2.25avp
Filled vol 0L

 PROGV 2.25avp
 Filled tot: 0

 PROGV 2.25avp
 Filled number: 0

MOVEO

MOVEO MOVEO

PROGV 2.25avp 
Filled tot: 0

PROGV 2.25avp
Days left 30

Pos
01> 0 0000 00:00

MOVEO

PROGV 2.25avp
Fmax   200

MOVEO

MOVEO

PROGV 2.25avp 
Vmax   20L

m Pint -0.6
1 Litre 15

SäkP Setting value of the system safety valve.

Days left  How many days of fast degassing mode 
  remains before the TTM NoXygen® enters the  
  maintenance degassing.

Litre The display shows the number of litres of system 
fluid  since the start (the calculator shows a full 5 liters,  
  i.e. 5, 10, 15, etc.).

Pint Displays the current pressure inside the vacuum  
  chamber on the TTM NoXygen®.

Vmax Setpoint for maximum replenished quantity 
  dilute water in litres (default 10 litres)

Fmax Setting for the maximum number of refills of  
  dilute water (default 10 times).

Refilled vol The amount of diluted water replenished by 
  set "Vmax" amount.

Refilled tot Number of times diluted water has been filled 
  system (cannot be reset).

Filled tot Number of times filled with diluted water.  
  system (cannot be reset).

Filled number Number of times filled with diluted water. 
   on the Fmax set.

Pos 00> Alarm log (alarm code; date; time)

• Remove the plug. In the event of de-energised mode,  
 press arrow 
 left and arrow down while reconnecting the plug.

• Hold until “OFF NOW” appears on the display.

• Release the arrows and remove the plug again.

• Reconnect the TTM NoXygen® again with the plug.

• The TTM NoXygen® is now returned to factory settings.

TTM NoXygen® M650
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Pre-commissioning handling and operation
1. Connect the supply and return and open the shut-off valves.

2. Connect plug

3. Setting date  (fig. 3) 
Adjust if necessary and set today's date, yy-mm-dd

4. Setting clock  (fig. 4) 
Adjust if necessary and set the machine clock, tt-mm-ss

5. Setting the start time during maintenance degassing  (Fig. 5) 
To select the desired start time during maintenance degassing, press the 
arrow right until "Tstart" appears  
on the display. Start times 09:00—13:00 and 19:00 can be selected.

6. Setting the running time for maintenance degassing (Fig. 6)  
For the choice of the desired operating time, press the right arrow until 
“Tdrift” appears on the display.  
The running time can be selected between 1 and 8 hours, see Table 1 on the 
lower right of this page, where 1 hour is the factory setting. Set how many 
hours of running time the TTM NoXygen® will run in maintenance degassing.

7. Setting the desired system pressure  (Fig. 7) 
Press the right or left arrow until "Psys" (system pressure) appears on the 
display. Set the desired setpoint for system pressure. This setting causes the 
TTM NoXygen® to refill water up to this pressure in cases when the system 
pressure drops to “Pmin” .

8. Setting the minimum permissible system pressure and alarm  (Fig. 8) 
Press the right or left arrow until "Pmin" (min. permissible system pressure) 
appears on the display. Set the desired setpoint for min system pressure. 
When the system pressure comes down to “Pmin” , the TTM NoXygen® will 
automatically refill water in the system until “Psy” is reached while at the same 
time triggering an alarm. 
If the pressure goes down to "Pmin" an alarm is triggered on the display and, 
if necessary, external alarm via the alarm output if this is plugged in. (see in-
formation about external connection of alarms under Alarm output). The alarm 
indicates that liquid has been added to the system.

9. Setting maintenance degassing and continuous operation  (Fig. 9) 
In order for TTM NoXygen® to go into maintenance degassing, Tmandrift must 
be set to 0 days otherwise TTM NoXygen® will go on fast degassing mode in the 
number of days set and then switch to maintenance degassing. For the selection of 
the desired uptime for quick degassing mode, press the arrow right until "Tmandrift" 
appears on the display. Then press the up and down arrows at the same time-
ans set the number of days (max 90 days) that the TTM NoXygen® should run in 
quick-degassing mode before switching over to maintenance degassing.

10. Setting the opening pressure  of the safety valve (Fig. 10) 
Press arrow right or left until "SäkP" (opening pressure of the safety valve) 
appears on the display. Set the setpoint for the opening pressure of the safety 
valve. If the current system pressure is higher than the set value, the TTM 
NoXygen® M650 will not start.

11. Vmax – setting the maximum permissible filling   (Fig. 11) 
Press arrow right or left until "Vmax" (max. permissible filling amount of 
water) appears on the display where 50 liters is factory set. Set the desired 
maximum value for the amount of filling water. When the refilled water quantity 
exceeds Vmax, an alarm is triggered and the filling is stopped. To continue 
refilling, the alarm must be cancelled. When the alarm has been cancelled, 
the “refilled Volume” counter is also reset.

12. Fmax – setting the maximum number of refills  (Fig. 12) 
Press arrow right or left until "Fmax" (max. number of refills of water) appears on 
the display. Set the desired maximum value for the number of refills of water, fac-
tory set to 30 times (min 1 max 200). When the number of refills exceeds Fmax, 
an alarm is triggered and no refilling occurs. To restart refilling, the alarm must be 
cancelled. When the alarm is cancelled, the “Filled Number”counter is also reset.

13. Days left  (Figure 13) 
Shows the number of days remaining in quick degassing mode. If you want 
to adjust this, see how to set Maintenance Degassing and Quick Degassing 
Mode on the next page.

MOVEO MOVEO

PROGV 2.25avp
     yy-mm-dd

 PROGV 2.25avp
      hh-mm-ss   

MOVEO

 Progv 2.25avp
 Tdrift 1

MOVEO

 Progv 2.25avp 
 Tstart  13:00

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
Pmin      1.6

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
Psy  1.8

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
SäkP      5.8

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
Tmandrift 30d

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp
Fmax 10

MOVEO

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
Vmax   10L 

Progv 2.25avp 
Days left 30 

Figure 3

Figure 5

Figure 7

Figure 9

Figure 11

Figure 13

Figure 4

Figure 6

Figure 8

Figure 10

Figure 12

Table 1 Rec 
setting uptime  
System volume    Uptime 
   10,000 lit.  1 hr. 
   20,000 lit.  2 hrs.  
   30,000 lit.  3 hrs. 
   40,000 lit.  5 hrs. 
   50,000 Lit.  7 hrs.
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up/down simultaneously
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MOVEO

Operation
1. Start TTM NoXygen®

 Press Enter twice to start the TTM NoXygen®. Green diode  
is lit on the panel. The TTM NoXygen® is now started but  
because it works in cycles, it starts with a pause of 45 sec.

 before the pump starts. If no other settings are made, the TTM 
NoXygen® will go into rapid degassing mode for 1 month and 
subsequently automatically transition into maintenance degas-
sing and run for an hour a day starting at 13:00. 

 (Figure 3)

2.  Maintenance degassing
For the TTM NoXygen® to go into maintenance degassing, 
Tmandrift must be set at 0 days or the TTM NoXygen® will 
go into quick-degassing mode for the number of days that 
are set and then switch over to maintenance degassing.
To select the desired start and running time, press the right 
arrow until “Tstart” appears on the display (Figure 4:1). Start 
times 09:00-13.00 and 19.00 can be selected. The running 
time can be selected between 1 and 8 hours along with 
the selected start time. Press the right arrow until “Tdrift” 
appears on the display. Set the number of hours TTM NoXy-
gen® will run in maintenance degassing. (Figure 4:1, 4:2)

3. Quick degassing mode
To select the desired running time in quick-degassing 
mode press the right arrow until “Tmandrift” appears on the 
display. Then press the up and down arrows at the same 
time and set the number of days (max 90 days) that the 
TTM NoXygen® should run in quick-degassing mode before 
switching over to maintenance degassing. (Figure 5:1, 5:2)

4. When the TTM NoXygen® is operational
"Pint" will show the internal pressure of the TTM NoX-
ygen® which during operation varies between negative 
pressure -0.8 to the current pressure at the system point 
where the TTM NoXygen® is installed (Figure 5:3).

The display also shows the number of litres of system 
liquid “Litre” refilled since starting (the counting system 
shows the full 5 litres, i.e. 5, 10, 15, etc).

5. Alarm TTM NoXygen®

Red light-emitting diode shines along with  
an explanation text:

• ALARM Max water which means that Vmax, maxi-
mum the permissible replenishment amount is exceed-
ed. Figure 5:4

• ALARM Max fillings which means that Fmax,  
maximum number of refills is reached. Figure 5:5

5. Alarm log and alarm codes

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
Tstart 1pm

MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
Tmandrift 1d

5:2

MOVEO

MOVEO

MOVEO MOVEO

Progv 2.25avp 
Tmandrift 0d

m Pint -0.6 1 Litre 
10

ALERT
Max water

ALERT
Max refills

5:1

5:3

5:4 5:5

MOVEO

Start?

3

Progv 2.25avp 
Tdrift 1

4:1 4:2

Alarm code Description  

 1 Vmax exceeded. The amount of diluted water has  
  exceeded
  maximum set value

 2 Pmin: The system pressure is less then the set Pmin value

 3 Fmax: Max number of fillings has been exceeded

 4 SäkP: The pressure has exceeded the Psäk setting value

Maintenance:
At least twice a year, a general inspection should be made, 
where function and watertightness are checked. Make sure 
that negative pressure is created during operation.

MOVEO MOVEO

Pos
01> 1 1021 14:37

Pos
01> 1 1021 14:37

5:6

Alarm position

Alarm code

Date: mm-dd

Time: hh-mm-ss
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The TTM MAG 76 is an effective magnetite 
trap combined with particle filters. The 
device is primarily intended to be installed 
together with the TTM NoXygen® degas-
ser, but can also be used in applications 
without degassing. 

As the gas content of a system liquid is 
lowered, magnetite and other deposits are 
often detached from the internal walls of 
the system. These cause wear on pumps 
and pipe walls, among other things, and 
may also cause clogging of the system. 

The recommendation is to install 
TTM MAG 76 together with TTM NoX-
ygen®. It is extra important to install the 
TTM MAG 76 when it is known that there 
is magnetite or other particles in the sys-
tem liquid. 

The TTM MAG 76 effectively removes 
magnetite and other particles from the 
system liquid, which means:

• Minor malfunctions 
Magnetite clogs valves and more and 
can also cause wet pumps to collapse 
when they are switched off. 

• Longer life of the magnetite system 
and other particles have an abrasive 
effect that wears on the system. The 
magnetite is magnetic and drawn to 
the magnetic fields in pumps, where it 
attaches onto, for example, shaft seals, 
which often leads to leakage. 

• Protects the degasser 
In systems with a high presence of 
particles, TTM MAG 76 prevents the 
degassing process from deteriorating 
due to clogging of the degasser.

TTM Offset is a leveling vessel used together with the TTM NoXy-
gen® in heating/cooling and recycling systems that are sensitive to 
pressure variations e.g. pump expansion systems.

TTM Offset counters the pump expansion system turning on and 
creating noise in the property’s system. It can also contribute to 
longer durability in pump expansion systems, as the shutdowns do 
not occur as often.

The TTM Offset is equipped with a control valve that is used as a 
shut-off or drain valve when checking and adjusting the pressure in 
the leveling vessel.

Pressure vessel

TTM OFFSET

R25 (int.)

TT
M

 N
oX
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en

®

TTM MAG 76 RSK 564 13 87

TTM Offset 510 RSK 553 90 45

TTM Offset equalisation vessel

Volume: 50 litres

Mounting the strainer basket 

5. Replace the strainer basket C in the inlet valve. Ensure that the filter   
 basket is entirely submerged and sits evenly with the valve body.

6. Make sure that the protective cap gasket is correctly located. Screw  
 the protective cap B on the inlet valve with a spanner. 

7.  Turn the inlet and outlet valve handle A to the open position.

Disassembly of the inlet valve

3. Loosen the protective cap B on the inlet valve with a spanner.  
 Let the gasket remain in the protective cover.

4.  Remove the filter basket C and clean it and the protective  
 cap with water.

Before starting cleaning of the inlet valve, ensure that:

1. The inlet and outlet valve handle A is in the closed position.

2. The TTM NoXygen® is turned off or the the main power is isolated.

AB
C

Re-�llingInlet Outlet

D
eg

as
se

r

Cleaning the filter basket of the inlet valve
A

Re-�llingInlet Outlet

D
eg

as
se

r

A

!            WARNING

If TTM NoXygen® is installed 
in a heating system then hot  
pressurised liquid may leak out when  
the protective cap B unscrewed.  
.
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Troubleshooting
Issues Cause Action

Green diode does not shine. The TTM NoXygen® lacks power 
or is not in operational mode.

Make sure there is voltage to the TTM NoXygen®.

Make sure that the TTM NoXygen® is in operating mode.

The TTM NoXygen® does not 
start.

The system pressure is lower than 
0.7 bar. 

Increase the system pressure to 0.8 bar.

The system pressure is higher than 
the maximum pressure set “SäkP”

Check why the pressure of the system is high i.e. higher than 
“SäkP” or raise the setpoint of “SäkP”. 

Water filling does not start “Pmin” on low setting. Adjust up “Pmin” (see page 6, point 8). 

The TTM NoXygen® Control 
Panel de-energised.

The TTM NoXygen® lacksvoltage 
feed to the control panel. 

The power socket for feeding to the TTM NoXygen® lacks volt-
age. Change the fuse for the feed to the TTM NoXygen® (max 
10 A)

TTM NoXygen® M650 alarms The installation pressure is lower 
than the set “Pmin” setpoint in the 
TTM NoXygen® .

Check and if necessary fix the system pressure. Make sure that 
the correct pressure (Psys and Pmin) is set in the TTM NoXygen®.

NB! The TTM NoXygen® always sounds an alert when the 
installation's pressure drops down to “Pmin” . This alert cannot 
be removed but must be seen as an indication/warning that the 
installation is being refilled with system liquid.

Negative pressure is not creat-
ed in the TTM NoXygen®.

Air in the pump. Bleed the pump. 

The flow in the outlet is hindered. Checks that the outlet and outlet exit exit valves are open and 
that nothing else is blocking the supply and exit to the TTM 
NoXygen®.

The filter on the inlet side is clogged 
(model with TTM MAG 76).

Check/clean the TTM MAG 76 filter on the inlet 
management.

To return the TTM NoXygen® to 
factory settings.

Parameters under settings in the 
control panel are incorrectly set. 

1. Isolate the power to the TTM NoXygen®.
2. In the event of a powerless position, press the arrow left 

and arrow down on the 
control panel while the power is turned on. 

3. Hold the arrow in the left and arrow down until "OFF NOW"              
appears in the display.

4. Release the arrows and isolate the power again.
5. Reconnect the power to the TTM NoXygen® again.
6. The TTM NoXygen® is now returned to factory settings.

The safetyvalve of the installation 
releases system liquid. 

Safety valve fault Check the system pressure. Check the safety valve. (The 
opening pressure of the safety valve should be 30% above 
the system pressure). Install an Offset equalisation vessel See 
instructions on page 2.

There is no free
expansion volume in 
the system.

The TTM NoXygen® requires 6 litres of free expansion space. 
Install an offset equalisation vessel by the pressure holding vessel, 
see instructions on page 2.

The installation's pressure 
holding vessels work intermit-
tently with the TTM NoXygen® .

The setpoint between the switch 
on the solenoid valve and the 
pump is set too narrowly on the 
pressure holding vessel.

Increase the setpoint between the magnet valve and the pump 
solenoid. 

There is no free 
expansion volume in the system.

Install an offset equalisation vessel by the pressure holding 
vessel, see instructions on page 2.

The TTM NoXygen® is not run-
ning even though it is between 
13.00-14.00.

Time set incorrectly. To change the time setting, see page 5.

TTM NoXygen® M650
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Set the TTM NoXygen® to continuous operation by adjusting  
"Tmandrift" to 1d. 

A.  Set the TTM NoXygen® to continuous operation by pressing the  
 arrow right until "Tmandrift" appears on the display (Fig. 1). 

B.  Then press the arrow up and down at the same time and then  
  set "Tmandrift = 1d" (Fig. 2).

1. Control of connection  
(forward line, return)  
Pipe dimension up to the  
machine should be my DN15.

2. Cleaning TTM MAG 76  
magnetite and dirt filter2A 
Clean the magnetic rod. 
2B. Clean particle filters alt.  
replace the filter if it is damaged.  
Art.no. u2001217.

3. Checking the expansion vessel  
Check that the expansion vessel is correctly aligned to the plant 
and that it contains free expansion volume. The TTM NoXygen® 
requires a minimum of 6 litres of free expansion space. If there is 
a suspicion that the expansion space is too small, install a TTM 
offset equalisation vessel (RSK: 553 90 45).

4. Control of operating pressure in connection point  
Check that the pressure (Pint) on the TTM NoXygen® display 
in sleep mode is between minimum 0.8 bar and max 5 bar. 

5. Control the venting process  
Insert the blue control hose into a transparent container filled 
with water. Check for air bubbles coming out of the control hose 
when the pressure rises in the TTM NoXygen®. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: When the TTM NoXygen® has been operational for a long 
time, the liquid may be well degassed and it may take several 
cycles to accumulate enough air to give any indication. In some 
cases, no air comes out of the control hose at all, which is 
optimal. 

6. Check of walking time  
The cycle time pump start to pump start shall not exceed the 
cycle times as shown in the diagram below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exceeds the Start to Start time those specified in the diagram so 
ensure that the water supply to the TTM NoXygen is sufficient by: 
• Check that the shut-off valves to the machine are fully open. • 
Check that any prefilters and magnetite filters are installed before 
the TTM NoXygen® is cleaned. • Clean/adjust the flow limiter on 
the inlet to the TTM NoXygen®.®  Adjust the flow limiter's default 
setting to 1.8, by... TTM supplements with text) 
 
Tightness control vacuum  
When the TTM NoXygen® starts and the pressure (Pint) reaches at 
least (- 0.7) close the shut-off valve inlet and shut-off valve outlet. 
Turn off the TTM NoXygen® by pressing enter twice. Leave the 
machine with closed valves for at least 5 minutes and check that 
the "Pint" on the display has the same value as when the shut-off 
valves were closed. If the pressure increases, there is a leak. 
 
In case of leakage check:  
6A. That the non-return valve on the degasser does not leak 
by putting the blue control hose in a transparent container filled 
with water at "Pint = min (— 0,7)"and checking that the hose 
does not suck water. Alternatively put your hand over the mouth 
of the blue control hose and feel for suction. If there is a suspi-
cion of leakage change the top degasser.  
6B. That the shut-off valves on top of the TTM NoXygen® are 
firmly closed. 
6C. Check that the non-return valve after the pump outlet is 
tight and does not drip.

7. Tightness control system fluid  
Check that there is no liquid leaking from the blue control hose, 
when the pressure "Pint" is the same as the system pressure of 
the plant.

8. External condition, noise/vibration  
Adjust the outriggers so that the TTM NoXygen® is in wave, 
check with a spirit level.

Preparation prior to function check - Test run settings

Function control TTM NoXygen® M650 (applies to serial number after: 6005000)

MOVEO

 Progv
 Tmandrift 1d

MOVEO

 Progv 
 Tmandrift 0d

Figure 1 Figure 2
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1,5 bar -> 100 - 140 sec.

Time for Start to Start

Interchangeable 
particle filter 

Magnetic rod 

TTM NoXygen®
Degasser
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control hose

Transparent
holder

filled with 
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TTM MAG 76 
Magnetite Filter

Shutdown-
valve

Shutdown-
valve

Shutdown-
valve water-

filling
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Function control TTM NoXygen® M650 (applies to serial number after: 6005000)

Date:

Property description:

Address:  Postal address:

Place:

Controlled by companies:   Phone:

Service technician: 

E-mail address:   

Static height of the installation:  installation pressure: Safety valve:

TTM NoXygen® model designation:  Serial number:

Heating system Heat recovery Comfort cooling Cooling system

Service agreements are available The action applies to start-up The action applies to service Other action

  metres bar bar

Read “Preparation prior to function check” 
before proceeding, see page 11.
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Function control TTM NoXygen® M650 (applies to serial number after: 6005000)

1. Check connection (forward, return)
  The pipe dimension leading to the TTM NoXygen®  
 should be at least DN15.

2. Clean the TTM MAG 76 magnetite and dirt filters
 Sid. 11 point 2.
 
 1. Clean the magnetic rod.
 
 2. Clean the particle filter or replace the filter if it 
     is damaged.

3. Check the expansion vessels  
 Sid. 11 point 3.

 Make sure the expansion vessel is correctly 
 adjusted to the installation and that there is 
 free expansion volume. The TTM NoXygen® requires 
 at least 6 litres of free expansion space. If there is a 
 suspicion that there is insufficient expansion space, 
 install a TTM Offset TTM equalisation vessel
 (RSK: 553 90 45).

4. Check the operating pressure at the point of connection 
 See page 11 point 4.

 Check that the pressure (Pint) on the TTM NoXygen® 
 display when at a standstill is between 
 minimum 0,8 bar and max 5 bar. 

5. Check the venting process 
 See page 11, point 5.
 
 Place the blue control hose in a transparent 
 container filled with water. Check that air comes out 
 of the control hose when the pressure rises in the  
 TTM NoXygen®. 

 Note: When the TTM NoXygen® has been operating 
 for a long time, the liquid may be well degassed and it 
 it can take several cycles to accumulate enough 
 air to give any indication. Therefore in some cases, 
 there will be no air coming out of the control hose.

Step  Action     Approved Deviations 

TTM NoXygen® M650
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Function control TTM NoXygen® M650 (applies to serial number after: 6005000)

6. Check the running time 
 See page 11 point 6.

 The cycle time from pump start to pump start must not  
 exceed the ranges shown in the diagram.
 
 Exceed the “Start to Start” time interval in the diagram  
 ensure that the water supply to the TTM NoXygen® is  
 sufficient by:

 • Check that the shut-off valves to the machine are 
    fully open.

 • Check that any pre-filters and magnetite filters are
    installed before the TTM NoXygen® is cleaned.

 • Clean/ adjust any flow limiter. 
 (note. HOW?)

7. Watertightness check
 See page 11, point 7.
 
 When the TTM NoXygen® starts and the pressure " Pint "   
 reaches a minimum of - 0.7,  
 close the shut-off valves to the inlet and outlet.
 
 Turn off the TTM NoXygen® by pressing enter twice. 
 Leave the machine with the valves closed for at least  
 5 minutes 
 and check that Pint on the display retains the same 
 value as when the shut-off valves were closed. 
 If the pressure increases, there is a leak. 

 In case of leakage check: 
 
 1) that the the non-return valve on the degasser does not  
 leak by placing the blue control hose in a transparent  
 bottle of water at "Pint= min (— 0,7)"and check that the  
 hose is not sucking in water or hold the blue control 
 hose on your hand and feel for any suction. 
 If there is a suspicion of leakage change the top degasser. 

 2) that the shut-off valves on top of  
 the TTM NoXygen® are firmly closed.  

 3) that the non-return valve after the outlet of the pump  
 is tight.
 (note. HOW?)

Step  Action     Approved Deviations 
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Function control TTM NoXygen® M650 (applies to serial number after: 6005000)

8. Watertightness check of the system liquid 
 See page 11 point 6.

 Check that liquid is not leaking from the blue   
 control hose when the pressure "Pint" 
 is the same as the system pressure of the plant.

9. External condition, noise/vibration 
 
 
 Adjust the support legs so TTM NoXygen® is level,  
 check with a spirit level.

Step  Action     Approved Deviations 

Spare part:   Art.no. :

Material consumption:

Work performed/comments:

TTM NoXygen® M650
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